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Abstract: Great achievements have been made during the last decades in
the field of Electrical Capacitance Tomography (ECT) image reconstruction.
However, there is still a need to make these image reconstruction results faster
and of better quality. Recently, Deep Learning (DL) is flourishing and is
adopted in many fields. The DL is very good at dealing with complex nonlin-
ear functions and it is built using several series of Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs). An ECT image reconstruction model using DNN is proposed in
this paper. The proposed model mainly uses Residual Autoencoder called
(ECT_ResAE). A large-scale dataset of 320 k instances have been generated to
train and test the proposed ECT_ResAE model. Each instance contains two
vectors; a distinct permittivity distribution and its corresponding capacitance
measurements. The capacitance vector has been modulated to generate a
66×66 image, and represented to the ECT_ResAE as an input. The scalability
and practicability of the ECT_ResAE network are tested using noisy data,
new samples, and experimental data. The experimental results show that
the proposed ECT_ResAE image reconstruction model provides accurate
reconstructed images. It achieved an average image Correlation Coefficient
(CC) of more than 99% and an average Relative Image Error (IE) around 8.5%.

Keywords: ECT; image reconstruction; deep learning; residual; autoencoder;
IE; CC

1 Introduction

Electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) is a measurement technique that allows the multiphase
flow process to be observed by the generation of its cross-sectional image [1]. Generally, the use of
ECT is required to study multiphase dielectric flow processes, in various fields, such as pneumatic
conveying systems as well as fluidized beds [2,3]. The ECT system is made up of three parts, which
are a capacitance sensor, an electronic data acquisition, and a post-processing imaging computer.
To simplify, the principle of the ECT is to measure the capacitance between the electrodes around
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the imaging area and then calculate the permittivity distribution based on the relationship between
permittivity and capacitance. The process of generating a permittivity distribution from the measured
capacitance is called ECT image reconstruction, since the permittivity distribution is presented in
the form of a cross-sectional image. The problem of ECT image reconstruction is a challenging task
because of the nonlinear relationship that exists between the capacitance and permittivity. Approaches
based on a simplified linear model consist of non-iterative and iterative algorithms [4]. Non-iterative
methods are fast and simple, and can therefore be applied for linear imaging, but the quality of the
reconstructed images remains limited. Linear Back Projection (LBP) [5] is a common non-iterative
method, but it contains drawbacks such as large artifacts in processing complex media distribution and
missing edges. Iterative methods, such as Tikhonov regularization [6], Iterative Landweber Method
(ILM) [7], and the Total Variation-based Regularization (TVR) [8], produce better image quality but
generally require more computation time. Furthermore, image reconstruction algorithms, based on
the nonlinear model [9], have a superior quality of image reconstruction which, however, requires
intensive calculations and only meets the requirements of online imaging at a minimum for certain
ECT applications. Therefore, they are generally only used for offline imaging and analysis.

As a result, there is a crucial need to find a new method to improve results of image reconstruction
and speed up the reconstruction process. Recently, Machine Learning (ML) techniques are flourishing
and used in many fields [10]. The most important interest of ML is that it gives the machine the ability
to learn algorithms without strict orders from different programs or from limited instructions [11].
Most notably, interest has been focused on Deep Learning (DL) based on several sets of Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) capable of mapping fairly complex nonlinear functions [12–14]. ANN provide
robust models and are used in a number of different applications [15–17]. Classification and pattern
recognition are achieved by DL from using many layers for nonlinear data processing of supervised
or unsupervised feature extraction [18]. Emulation of the approach that allows the human brain
to perform feature extraction directly from unsupervised data is the main goal of DL. Due to the
unrecognized nature of image composition, standard ML techniques do not work well with images if
run directly. DL techniques enable features automatic extraction from image reconstruction [19].

The use of intelligent methods has double advantages; it allows avoiding the computation of
the sensitivity matrix in the forward problem of the ECT. It also allows to avoid the linearization
of the inverse problem of ECT image reconstruction. In ECT image reconstruction, ANN offer the
current state-of-the-art nonlinear approach, that generally offer efficiency and robustness. Researchers
from the ECT area tried to use machine learning-based approaches to solve the problem of image
reconstruction. Deabes et al. solved the forward problem using NN system, and they proposed a
Multi-Fuzzy System (MFS) to generate images of conductive materials in a Lost Foam Casting (LFC)
process [20,21].

Deep Neural Networks (DNN) have been widely used in many fields but they are more suited
for initial data post-processing. DNN have, generally, a very powerful ability for learning arbitrary
nonlinear complex functions because they use multiple hidden layers. One of the advantages of DNN
is the possibility it gives computers to perform complex calculations based on simpler calculations
in order to optimize the efficiency of the computer. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are a
particular category of DNN. The information on the planar structure is better preserved and the
features are obtained by a filter. Therefore, they are more specifically suited to the imaging field. To
solve several inverse problems in imaging process, training a CNN which enhances the informational
content of the reconstructed image, has been widely used. Among these inverse problems, we refer the
reader to Photoacoustic Tomography (PAT) [22,23], Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) [24],
Computed Tomography (CT) [25,26], and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) [27].
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Using DNN techniques allow to speed up the extraction of industrial process parameters and
improve the ECT image reconstruction process [28]. The DNN algorithms used have been transferred
and adapted such as in image reconstruction methods based on CNN [29], multi-scale CNNs [30],
Dbar methods [31], and autoencoder [32]. The problem of ECT image reconstruction was also
addressed by Li et al. using the BP and RBF neural networks [33]. Deabes et al. developed a
highly reliable Long-Short Term Memory (ECT-LSTM-RNN) model to image the metal during the
LFC industrial process [34]. Also, an LSTM-IR algorithm is implemented to map the capacitance
measurements to accurate material distribution images [35].

From this perspective, we propose an ECT Residual Autoencoder (ECT_ResAE) neural network
to explore a new methodology, based on DNN, which allows ECT image reconstruction. The
autoencoder can better extract image edge information through its unique parameter extraction
capability. This paper therefore applies the improved autoencoder to ECT image reconstruction on
this basis. Applications such as image-to-image translation [36], Super-Resolution [37], image painting
[38], and rain removal [39] have widely applied autoencoder architectures. To solve the problem of
performance degradation as the number of layers increases, He et al. [40], from Microsoft Research
Institute, proposed the concept of Residual Network (ResNet) within the framework of residual
learning. Results obtained using ResNets outperformed those obtained using common CNNs in object
recognition and image classification [41,42]. ResNets depth is deeper than traditional CNNs due to
residual learning, which allows them to give better results and extract more critical features.

The proposed ECT_ResAE model has an encoder and decoder networks with four layers each,
which can solve the inverse problem of the ECT. The learning step allows to extract the features of each
layer, one after the other, then to match the features of the original spatial data to a new space. During
the learning step, a nonlinear mapping relationship is established between the internal permittivity
distribution and the boundary measured capacitance of the object. The ECT image reconstruction
is then performed by direct estimation of the corresponding permittivity distribution. The results
obtained from simulations and experiments show that the reconstructed images are of satisfying
quality and the proposed ECT_ResAE model has good generalization ability.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, The ECT model is explained. The residual
autoencoder model for ECT problem is discussed in Section 3. The generated ECT dataset is presented
in Section 4. Section 5 will be dedicated to the presentation of the experimental results of image
reconstruction using the ECT_ResAE. Finally, Section 6 is devoted to the conclusion.

2 ECT Modeling

Practically, as shown in Fig. 1, the ECT sensor contains n = 12 electrodes evenly mounted around
the field uniform [43]. The number of all independent measured mutual capacitance is M = n(n−1)/2,
M = 66 area of interest. Insulating guards between electrodes decrease the external coupling, and keep
the electric in this case.

The ECT forward problem for calculating the capacitance measurements of certain material
distribution is solved using Finite Element Method (FEM). The imaging area is divided into small
triangle elements with N = 12932 nodes. Accordingly, the ECT forward problem is numerically solved
to calculate the capacitance as Eq. (1):

CM×1 = SM×N (ε0) · GN×1 (1)

where C is the capacitance vector, M is the number of measurements, S is the sensitivity matrix, N is
the number of image’s pixels, and G is the permittivity distribution.
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Figure 1: Cross-sectional view of ECT sensor

The ECT is classified as an ill-posed problem (N >> M), where the reconstructed image can
intensely be affected by any small error in the capacitance measurements. The LBP method, Eq. (2),
is simple, and non-iterative image reconstruction algorithm, but it generates poor quality images.

G = STC (2)

While applying iterative algorithms, such as ILM in Eq. (3), potentially enhances the image
quality, but it requires vast computational resources.

Gk+1 = Gk − λST (SGk − C) (3)

where SGk is the solution of the forward problem, λ is the relaxation parameter, and k is the iteration
number [4].

3 ECT Residual Autoencoder (ECT_ResAE) Model

The structure of the proposed ECT_ResAE model for solving the ECT inverse problem is
described here, as well as the basic theory of the autoencoder network with a residual block. Fig. 2
shows the architecture of the proposed ECT_ResAE model, where the model has two stages, pre-
processing and deep learning phases, respectively.

3.1 Pre-processing Phase

In the pre-processing phase, the input capacitance vector (1xM) is modulated using a modulator
to generate a (MxM) input capacitance matrix to the next stage. Checking the validity of the proposed
model is carried out through tests. The capacitance measurement samples are used to build the test
set C = {

c(1), c(2), . . . , c(m)
}

(m is the number of test samples), where c(k) ∈ [0, 1] is the modulated
matrix from the capacitance vector. The test result is estimated by the permittivity distribution, which
is expressed by G = {

g(1), g(2), . . . , g(m)
}

, where g(k) ∈ [0, 4].

Modulator

There are M = 66 capacitance measurements produced as a raw vector from the ECT sensor shown
in the ECT sensor electrodes CCW rotation. This rotation step is repeated (M − 1) times to create a
matrix the preprocessing phase of the Fig. 2. A rotate-right vector from this initial vector is obtained
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representing of 66 × 66. Rotating the ECT sensor virtually is considered as a rotation-invariance of
the inner material distribution in the imaging area. Such rotation-invariance property is important
specially for asymmetric flow patterns, since a single matrix provides comprehensive input regardless
the relative placement of the sensors with respect to the pattern spatial orientation.

Figure 2: Architecture of ECT Residual Autoencoder (ECT_ResAE) model

3.2 Deep Learning Phase

The residual autoencoder (ResAE) model is implemented in this phase. The ResAE takes the
modulated capacitance matrix and outputs the final ECT permittivity distribution image. The basic
theory of the autoencoder network with a residual block is explained hereafter.

3.2.1 Conception of the Autoencoder

The main objective of an autoencoder is features detection. It is specifically used in order
to reconstruct an advanced representation of the input data, this by learning their corresponding
compressed representation. Generally, the autoencoder model consists of three parts: the encoder for
extracting features from n-dimensional input (In our case 66 × 66 modulated capacitance matrix);
latent vector, which is a central part to perform feature processing; and the last part is a decoder, which
decodes the processed features into the output image. Fig. 2 shows the architecture of the proposed
autoencoder in the deep learning phase.

The model has one input layer, a network layer is denoted by each block, the abstraction of the
connection from one layer to another one is represented by an arrow, and the depth of this layer
is denoted by the number under each block. The input enters the encoder through convolutional
layer, then Residual Blocks (RB) [44], and Max pooling layers, which are alternately arranged. The
function of pooling layers is to down sampling feature maps. The pooling layers works by summarizing
the presence of features in patches of the feature map, and the most activated presence of a feature,
respectively. Max pooling layers rather than average pooling are adopted to gain better performance.
The decoder part consists of a sequence of upsampling layers followed by residual blocks, then the
output is flattened, and it goes through two fully connected layers with the last one of size (1 × 12932).
The upsampling layer is a version of an unpooling layer, which works by repeating the rows and
columns of the input. The size kernel of all convolutional layers is (3 × 3), while the activation
function of all hidden layers is Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU). The autoencoder has a unique parameter
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extraction capability to better extract image edge information. By Increasing the hidden layers to
increase the learning ability, the neural network has potential degradation in accuracy. Therefore,
the ResNet is introduced to the autoencoder to solve the problem of performance degradation as
the number of layers increases. The gain of the balanced structure of the encoding and decoding
layers in the autoencoder is taken, and leverage the shortcuts of the identification mapping as residual
connections from the shallow layers in encoding to their deep layers in decoding. Accordingly, forward
and backward signals can be propagated directly in a nested way between an encoding layer and its
decoding counterpart.

3.2.2 Residual DNN Block

Compared to common DNN techniques, ResNets introduced residual learning into the DNN
construction. The final results are very much influenced by the depth of the DNN, so deeper networks
are usually constructed. However, the network depth increase can be the source of the gradient
explosion phenomenon, and the network performance degradation. According to literature results
[45], the simple fact of adding pooling and convolution layers to the network does not help in improving
the network accuracy but rather conducts to a degradation of the network performance. In this
paper, to solve the above problem, we use residual learning. Residual represents the residual difference
between the local input (x) and output (g(x)), Eq. (4)

f (x) = g (x) + x (4)

In residual learning, the learning objective is 0 unlike what is done in identity mapping. In Fig. 3,
the residual block applied in the ECT_ResAE model is illustrated. Since the objective is the reduction
of the difference between the input and the output, so that the original input is directly connected
to one particular network layer, which allows the network to learn the residual. Residual learning is
obtained through a fast connection between the input and the output of a block. It effectively trains
the network parameters and ensures performance while the network can learn more in-depth features,
besides avoiding adding supplementary parameters and calculations to the network.

Figure 3: Structure of residual block
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3.2.3 Convolution Layers

The traditional layer is fully connected, so it is different from the convolutional layer. In the
convolutional layer, the input of each node is only a small component of the upper layer of the neural
network called the nucleus or filter. The filter can transform a sub node matrix of neural network. The
convolution is given by Eq. (5).

m (i) = f
(∑m

x=1

∑n

y=1
oi

xyzw
i
xyz + bi

)
(5)

where the activation function is represented by f , wi
x,y,z is the weight corresponding to the i−th node in

the output matrix and the input node (x, y, z), the value of the ith node in a unit matrix is represented
by m(i), oxyz is the value of node (x, y, z) in the filter, the bias of the output node i−th is represented
by bi. In order for it to be applied in a large-scale dataset and to be able to reduce parameters, weight
sharing and local connection are the main methods used for CNN.

3.2.4 Batch Normalization (BN) Layers

During DNN learning, the distribution of the inputs of the next layer will change, depending on
the change of the parameters of the previous layer, therefore the learning of deeper neural networks
becomes more difficult. In the training process of the ECT_ResAE model, batch normalization,
provides a solution to the difficulty of networks training. It allows the input of each layer to keep the
same distribution, thus avoiding the overfitting and effectively improve the learning speed of networks.
The input data are made up in batches, for example, we set the “batch_size” parameter to 250; thus
250 data items will be entered as a batch at the same time. In order for the data distribution to remain
unchanged, the BN layers must normalize each batch. The BN layer, through the application of a
transformation, keeps the output standard deviation close to 1 and the mean output close to 0.

Consider the batch of inputs

x = x1, x2, . . . , xn (6)

The batch normalization output is given by

yi = λ ∗ x
′
i + φ (7)

where φ and λ represent the learned parameters and x′
i is obtained through

μβ = 1
m

∑m

i=1
xi

σ 2
β

= 1
m

∑m

i=1

(
xi − μβ

)2

x
′
i = xi − μβ√

σ 2
β

+ ε
(8)

3.2.5 Activation and Dropout Layers

In the proposed ECT_ResAE model, ReLU has been chosen as an activation function, as
expressed in Eq. (9),

f (x) =
{

0 x < 0
x x ≥ 0

(9)
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ReLU calculates the activation value based on a threshold rather than complicated operations.
Moreover, since its derivative is always equal to 1, it is considered as not saturating. The scalability of
the proposed model is improved by adding a dropout layer, which has been shown to be very efficient
in training large dataset. The network can learn more robust features by randomly discarding half of
neurons from the network during the training process.

To optimize the ECT_ResAE model’s parameters, the optimization algorithm must minimize the
average reconstruction error Eq. (10),

J (w, b) = 1
N

∑N

k=1
L

(
x(k), o(k)

)
(10)

where the loss function is represented by L. The Gradient Descent method allows updating the weight
matrices and the bias vectors according to formulas (11), and (12).

w = w − α
∂L (x, o)

∂b
(11)

b = b − α
∂L (x, o)

∂b
(12)

where α is the learning rate.

4 ECT Simulation Dataset

For training and testing purposes, a large-scale ECT simulation dataset has been created by a
developed Matlab software package. Different types of two phases flow patterns have been imple-
mented, as well as their corresponding capacitance measurements can be accurately calculated. The
ECT dataset has pairs of permittivity distribution vector, and its equivalent capacitance measurements
vector. The sensor’s PVC pipe of the ECT sensor, shown in Fig. 1, has a relative permittivity 2. The
pipe has a 126 mm diameter, and a thickness of 2.5 mm. The electrodes are evenly mounted around
the pipe with a span angle of each electrode is 26◦ , and separation gaps of 4◦ . The developed ECT
dataset has 320k instances of nine flow patterns, 10k ring patterns, annular with 20k patterns, 10k
stratified patterns, 140k patterns divided between one, two, and three circular bars, and 140k patterns
of 1 to 3 square bars, as shown in Fig. 4. This figure illustrates samples of different input modulated
capacitance matrix and their corresponding ground truth flow patterns. The high permittivity phase
is assigned to 4 (like glass rods), where the low permittivity phase assigned to 1 (like air).

Random variables are used in building the dataset to make it more inclusive. For sample, the ring’s
width for annular flow is randomly changed between 10%–95% of the radius of the imaging area. The
stratified flow’s height is assigned to a random variable in a range of 5%–95% of the diameter of the
sensing field. The number of the circular and square bars varied from 1 to 3.

5 Experimental Results

The process of developing the ECT_ResAE model starts by training the residual autoencoder
DNN using the developed ECT dataset. The performance of the proposed model is tested based on
reconstruction results of the testing dataset. A validation process is usually run during the training
phase to avoid the over- fitting problem. A random 10% of training samples are chosen each epoch
of the training process to validate the model. The overall model’s performance and its generalization
ability are tested based on the equivalent performance on the original dataset, noisy testing data, new
data not included in the training patterns, and real experimental data.
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Figure 4: Samples of different input modulated capacitance matrix and ground truth flow patterns

5.1 Validation Criterion

Typically, in the ECT problem two mutual measures, a relative Image Error (IE) and a Correlation
Coefficient (CC), are applied to assess the image quality, and reconstruction algorithm’s performance
[46]. The IE and CC measures the spatial differences between the true and reconstructed patterns.
Eq. (13) shows the relative IE,

IE = ||G − G∗||2

||G||2

(13)

where G represents the true pattern, and G∗ represents the predicted image from the ECT_ResAE
model.

The similarity between the reconstructed and real images is evaluated by the CC in Eq. (14),

CC =
∑N

i=1

(
Gi − G

) (
G∗

i − G∗
)

√∑N

i=1

(
Gi − G

)2 ∑N

i=1

(
G∗

i − G∗
)2

(14)

where G and G∗ are the mean values of G andG∗, respectively.

TensorFlow ML platform [47], and Keras DL API [48] are used to implement the training and
testing phases of the ECT_ResAE model. During the testing phase, a modulated capacitance matrix
of size 66 × 66 works as input, while the output is a reconstructed permittivity pattern of size1x12932.
The testing set contains 94k patterns, therefore the performance is evaluated by taking the mean of
these two vectors. A smaller relative IE, and bigger CC means better performance.
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5.2 Qualitative Analysis on Testing Patterns

A testing dataset of ratio 30% of 320k patterns of the ECT simulation dataset is randomly chosen
to assess reconstruction and generalization abilities of the proposed ECT_ResAE model. The model
has not seen this testing set during the training phase. The loss curves, shown in Fig. 5, decay over 250
epochs for the training and validation sets.

Figure 5: Training and validation loss curves

The minimum, maximum, and average values of the relative IE and CC are listed in the Tab. 1
for each two-phase flow type in the testing set. These results prove that the ECT_ResAE model can
generate accurate images with high correlation to real permittivity patterns. The overall performance
of the proposed ECT_ResAE model is excellent since the average values of the IE and CC are 0.0849
and 0.9909, respectively. The stated results show that the average CC values of most of the flow types
exceed 99%, and the IE’s values are less than 10% except the multiple circular and square bars flow
type. Also, the relative IE and CC values of the annular flow types are the best compared with the
other.

Table 1: Minimum and maximum IE and CC of testing results

Flow Patterns Min. IE Max. IE Average IE Min. CC Max. CC Average CC

Annular 0.0347 0.1172 0.0640 0.9900 0.9981 0.9951
Ring 0.0403 0.1348 0.0740 0.9855 0.9977 0.9938
Stratified 0.0256 0.1181 0.0701 0.9882 0.9989 0.9947
Single Cir. Bar 0.0852 0.1068 0.0959 0.9841 0.9924 0.9884
Multiple Cir. Bars 0.0971 0.1471 0.1200 0.9749 0.9903 0.9844
Single Sq. Bar 0.0532 0.0895 0.0703 0.9879 0.9964 0.9924

(Continued)
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Table 1: Continued
Flow Patterns Min. IE Max. IE Average IE Min. CC Max. CC Average CC

Multiple Sq. Bars 0.0604 0.1404 0.1003 0.9764 0.9961 0.9873
Total average 0.0849 0.9909

The IE and CC box plots of all the testing patterns are drown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The
maximum and minimum values of each flow type listed in Tab. 1) are represented by the upper and
lower limits, while the red line is the median. The IE and CC, shown in Figs. 6 and 7, are in reasonable
intervals, which confirms the high performance of the ECT_ResAE model.

Figure 6: Box plots of relative image errors (IE)

Figure 7: Box plots of Corr. Coeff. (CC)

Examples of reconstructed images with minimum and maximum CC values of each flow type
listed in Tab. 1 are shown in Fig. 8. Visually, the reconstructed images that have minimum CC are
very correlated to the real flow patterns, although the generated images that have maximum CC of
course have a better visual effect. As well, images with high CC are classified as high phase ratio flows,
however the reconstructed images with low CC have low phase ratio, but circular bars flow. Generally,
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ECT_ResAE model executes well on the testing patterns, and it powerfully can create images of all
typical flow types with correctly predicting material’s permittivity values.

Figure 8: Examples of min. and max. CC image reconstruction results

An experiment using variety of flow patterns is designed to compare the performance of the
proposed ECT_ResAE model with other traditional and DNN image reconstruction algorithms. The
results are shown in Fig. 9, where the real phantom is in the first column, the second column contains
the modulated capacitance matrix of each phantom, and the others show the results from the LBP,
iterative Tikhonov, ILM, CNN [30], LSTM-IR [35], and ECT_ResAE algorithms, respectively. The
hyperparameters of the Tikhonov regularity algorithm are selected by try and error procedure.
The optimal regularization parameter is selected 0.01, while the iteration numbers of the Tikhonov and
the ILM are 200 and 1000 iterations, respectively. The LBP algorithm generates the input images for the
CNN algorithm. The ECT_ResAE model generates more accurate images compared with the other
algorithms. Moreover, the objects in the ECT_ResAE re- constructed images have sharp edges without
transition zone. Tab. 2 states the IE and CC values of all reconstruction algorithms. The ECT_ResAE
model outperforms the other reconstruction algorithms. Bars Figs. 10a and 10b represent the IE and
CC results in Tab. 2.
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Figure 9: Reconstructed images of well-known image reconstruction algorithms

Table 2: IE and CC values of different ECT image reconstruction algorithms

Flow LBP Tikhonov ILM CNN LSTM-IR ECT_ResAE

Relative image
error

Annular 0.2412 0.1950 0.3351 0.1222 0.0561 0.0541
Ring 0.3776 0.1216 0.2984 0.2107 0.0989 0.0941

(Continued)
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Table 2: Continued
Flow LBP Tikhonov ILM CNN LSTM-IR ECT_ResAE

Stratified 0.2590 0.6953 0.3203 0.3365 0.2032 0.1994
Single Cir. Bar 0.3923 0.6562 0.6575 0.2224 0.1420 0.0821
Two Cir. Bars 0.4568 0.6638 0.4038 0.3274 0.1445 0.1307
Multiple Cir. Bars 0.6083 0.7492 0.4275 0.4765 0.2043 0.1523
Single Sq. Bar 0.3677 0.5841 0.6575 0.2490 0.2122 0.0961
Two Sq. Bars 0.4988 0.3449 0.3294 0.3176 0.2415 0.1095
Multiple Sq. Bars 0.5112 0.6070 0.6909 0.4999 0.2558 0.1283

Correlation
coefficient

Annular 0.8701 0.8885 0.9084 0.9590 0.9913 0.9894
Ring 0.8110 0.9792 0.9576 0.9396 0.9857 0.9870
Stratified 0.9126 0.4232 0.9100 0.8200 0.9401 0.9587
Single Cir. Bar 0.6964 0.7754 0.7974 0.8860 0.9541 0.9850
Two Cir. Bars 0.6681 0.8565 0.7963 0.8060 0.9640 0.9690
Multiple Cir. Bars 0.5498 0.5652 0.7625 0.7325 0.9363 0.9643
Single Sq. Bar 0.8442 0.8264 0.6575 0.8997 0.9277 0.9862
Two Sq. Bars 0.7041 0.8326 0.8663 0.8527 0.9161 0.9857
Multiple Sq. Bars 0.5099 0.6361 0.5688 0.6668 0.8707 0.9803

Figure 10: Comparison of IE and CC values of various ECT reconstruction algorithms

5.3 Testing with Noisy Data

In the ECT system, noise is a combination of several different sources such as capacitance mea-
surements circuit, communication between electrodes and host computer (analogue transmission line),
external electrical fields and stray capacitance. To assess the robustness of the proposed ECT_ResAE
model, a noisy data is applied during the training and testing processes. The capacitance input vectors
of the ECT dataset are contaminated by a gaussian noise of Signal_to_Noise_Ratio (SNR = 30 dB)
before the modulation step. The value of SNR = 30 dB is selected since this value is mutual for most
testified ECT hardware systems. The ECT_ResAE model is distinctly trained and tested with original
noise-free and contaminated training and testing dataset, respectively. Tab. 3 contains the minimum,
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maximum, and average of relative IE and CC values for type of the training and testing dataset. Also,
the results of the IE and CC values for different flow types are stated in Tab. 4.

Table 3: Results of noise-free and noisy training and testing data

Training data Noise-Free Noisy

Testing data Noise-Free Noisy Noise-Free Noisy

Relative image error Min 0.0566 0.0668 0.0611 0.0637
Max 0.1220 0.2626 0.1497 0.1902
Avg. 0.0849 0.1403 0.0972 0.1134

Correlation
coefficient

Min 0.0849 0.9340 0.9751 0.9605
Max 0.9957 0.9939 0.9951 0.9948
Avg. 0.9909 0.9733 0.9876 0.9825

Table 4: IE and CC values for noise-free and noisy testing data

Training data Noise-Free Noisy

Testing data Noise-Free Noisy Noise-Free Noisy

Relative image error Annular 0.0640 0.0805 0.0725 0.0785
Ring 0.0740 0.1347 0.0832 0.0943
Stratified 0.0701 0.0823 0.0719 0.0736
Single Cir. Bar 0.0959 0.1370 0.0968 0.1046
Multiple Cir. Bars 0.1200 0.1785 0.1289 0.1511
Single Sq. Bars 0.0703 0.1454 0.0843 0.1090
Multiple Sq. Bars 0.1003 0.2237 0.1427 0.1824

Average 0.0849 0.1403 0.0972 0.1134

Correlation coefficient Annular 0.9951 0.9923 0.9938 0.9927
Ring 0.9938 0.9840 0.9925 0.9907
Stratified 0.9947 0.9926 0.9943 0.9941
Single Cir. Bar 0.9884 0.9765 0.9879 0.9859
Multiple Cir. Bars 0.9844 0.9657 0.9818 0.9756
Single Sq. Bars 0.9924 0.9665 0.9886 0.9812
Multiple Sq. Bars 0.9873 0.9356 0.9744 0.9575

Average 0.9909 0.9733 0.9876 0.9825

According to the values of the average relative IE and CC listed in Tab. 3 and Tab. 4, the trained
ECT_ResAE model with noise-free data achieves better image reconstruction on the noise-free testing
data compared with the other noisy data. Moreover, the trained model with the noisy data performs
a little bit worse than those of free-noise training data but still substantial.
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5.4 Testing with Phantoms not in the ECT Dataset

Capacitance measurements obtained from new two-phase flow models not seen in the training
data set are applied to test the scalability capacity of the ECT_ResAE model. Six different materials
distributions, named from 1 to 6, shown in first column of Fig. 11 are generated and inputted to the
trained ECT_ResAE model without noise.

Figure 11: Reconstructed image of patterns not in training set

In the third column of the Fig. 11, the images reconstructed by the model ECT_ResAE are
presented, and their corresponding relative IE and CC are listed in Tab. 5. However, there are not
any mix between different types of the flow patterns as phantoms 2 3 in the training set, nor any four-
square bars, the ECT_ResAE still can recognize its real patterns with high quality results. Although,
the ECT suffers from the inhomogeneous sensitivity map problem across its cross-sectional sensing
domain, the reconstructed image of the phantom number 5, 6 proves the ability of the ECT_ResAE
method reconstructing phantoms located in the low and high sensitivity areas of the ECT sensor. The
results are acceptable, although the reconstructed result is not quite sharp.

Table 5: Results of patterns not seen in training set

Phantom 1 2 3 4 5 6

IE 0.1983 0.2280 0.3146 0.2701 0.2876 0.2497
CC 0.9462 0.9283 0.8540 0.8872 0.8850 0.9259

5.5 Testing with Real Experimental Data

The scalability of the ECT_ResAE model is also tested using data obtained from experiments. The
measured capacitance vectors from three real phantoms representing the two-phase flow are applied
as testing input for the trained ECT_ResAE model without noise. The capacitance measurements are
collected using system developed by Tech4Imaging [49] called digital Electrical Capacitance Volume
Tomography (ECVT). This system has 36 channels, works on a capacitance sensor of 12 electrodes,
and it can generate 120 images/s. Static phantoms were placed in the imaging area with radius 63 mm.
Two plastic rods (r = 20 mm) are placed inside the imaging area to simulate the bubble flow, whereas
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the imaging area is split into two section to experiment the stratified flow by placing a plastic plate
in the middle, and filling one section with plastic particles (ε = 4). The annular flow is simulated by
filling plastic particles around a circular plastic plate centered inside the imaging area.

The real phantoms are shown in the first column of Fig. 12, the second column shows the
modulated capacitance matrix, while other columns contain the reconstructed images from LBP,
iterative Tikhonov, CNN, LSTM-IR, and ECT_ResAE algorithms. Visually from the results, the
ECT_ResAE model can reconstruct high accurate images with sharp edges between the empty and
filled sectors compared with the other algorithms. Also, it is clear that the artifacts are few in the
ECT_ResAE reconstructed two rods, and annular flows.

Figure 12: Experimental setup and reconstructed patterns

6 Conclusion

A new residual autoencoder deep neural model for reconstructing ECT images is proposed in this
paper. A large-scale ECT simulation dataset has been created with 320k samples to train, validate, and
test the proposed ECT_ResAE model. Besides, the model performance and its feasibility have been
assessed by using contaminated data with noise, unseen flow patterns during training phase, and real
experimental data. Results from different experiments prove that the proposed ECT_ResAE model
has high performance in both visual effect and quantitative evaluation measures compared with the
traditional and DNN ECT image reconstruction algorithms. For the online imaging, the ECT_ResAE
model can reconstruct accurate ECT images as fast as the LBP algorithm. The overall generalization
capability of the model is high where it achieved an average CC of more than 99%, and an average IE
around 8.5%. Applying DNN models for reconstructing ECT images mainly depends on the training
dataset and the richness of this dataset with different types of flow patterns having many features.
Therefore, in our future work, we will build a new dataset including flow patterns with permittivity
values which changes gradually, and we plan to train and test our proposed deep model by this dataset.
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